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Yoga Pose Reason 

(associated to running) 
Coaching Points 

1. Childs Pose  
(Adho Mukha Virasana) 

 

 
To calm the mind and 

lengthen the spine 
 

 
 Kneel down, toes together, knees apart 
 Extend forward and lengthen the arms 
 Keep the buttocks back towards the heels 
 Rest the head on the floor or a support 

 
 
 

2. Chest & Hip Opener  
(Supta Baddha Konasana) 

 

 

 
To open the hips, chest and 

shoulders. 
This is a variation of the 

traditional pose, designed 
to enhance the chest 

stretch.  

 Have a bolster, rolled up mat or pillows lying horizontal and supports 
for the thighs by the side 

 Lie back and position the support across the back of the ribs, opposite 
the breast bone 

 The back of the shoulders should be off the edge of the support and 
should descend towards the floor 

 Soles of the feet together, knees apart, support the thighs 
 Take the hands behind the head to enhance the chest stretch. If 

necessary place a support under the head 
3. Hand to Big Toe (2 legs) 
(Padangusthasana) 

 

 
To stretch the hamstrings, 
and help ease lower back 

stiffness 
 

 
 Lie down with knees bent and place strap around feet 
 Extend the feet to the ceiling, keeping the buttocks down 
 Press out through the heels and keep the legs straight 
 Keep the upper body down and the neck relaxed 
 Keep the sacrum firmly down & the buttocks equally weighted 

 
 

4. Hand to Big Toe (across) 
(Padangusthasana) 

 

 
To stretch the IT Band 

 

 Start with knees bent, feet on the floor 
 Bring the R leg in and place the strap around the foot 
 Extend the R leg, foot parallel to the ceiling 
 Extend the L leg along the floor (option to keep it bent) 
 Hold the strap with the L hand and take the R arm out to the side 
 Take the R leg across the body over to the L side 
 Keep the upper body down, shoulders equally weighted 

 
5. Mountain Pose  
(Tadasana) 

 

 
To assess posture and 

bring awareness to correct 
scapula and pelvic 

placement 

 
 Stand with the feet together 
 Spread the toes, weight the heels and lift the instep 
 Lift the kneecaps and engage the quadriceps 
 Pelvis in neutral, lengthen the spine 
 Shoulder blades in neutral, arms extending 
 Chin parallel to the floor, face relaxed 

 
6. Arms Up & Mobility 
(Hastasana & Gomukhasana) 

A    
 

 B  

 
These upper body poses 

are excellent for the 
shoulders and chest. They 

help to correct round 
shoulders and 

counterbalance the forward 
action of running 

A) Stand up straight and extend both arms above the head, keeping 
the arms straight and the neck relaxed. 

 
B) Take the Right arm up & then bend at the elbow 
 Extend the Left arm out to the side & turn the palm to the back 
 Fold  the left arm up the back to touch the Right fingers 
 Grasp hands or a strap if you can not reach 
 Keep the chest lifted, head level 
 One elbow points up, the other points down 

7. Triangle 
(Trikonasana) 

 

 
This standing pose opens 

the chest and  laterally 
stretches the ankles, legs 

and spine to 
counterbalance the forward 

flexion action of running 

 Step the feet 3.5 to 4 feet wide 
 Turn the L foot in 15° and the whole of the R leg out 90° 
 Keep the hips facing forward and press the feet firmly down 
 With the legs straight, laterally extend to the R, keeping the 

shoulders in line with the pelvis – Do Not Lean Forward 
 Place the R hand on the R thigh, calf or ankle 
 Keep the chest facing forward and look up at the top hand 
 Repeat the other side 



8. Side Stretch 
(Parsvottanasana) 

 

 
This standing pose 

lengthens the spine and is 
great for tight calves, 

ankles and hamstrings. 
 

 Start with the feet together, facing the side wall 
 Step the L leg back 3.5 feet and square the hips 
 Extend forward from the hips (keeping both legs straight) until you 

feel a comfortable stretch down both legs 
 Keep the back of the buttocks level and parallel to the ceiling 
 Keep neutral alignment of the spine, Do Not Round Forward 
 Place the hands on the hips, thighs or a support 

9. Forward Bend 
(Padottanasana) 

 

 
To stretch the hamstrings 
and work on ankle mobility 

 Step the feet wide apart (approx. 4ft) 
 Toes point forward, press the feet into the floor, legs firm 
 With the hands at the hips, extend the spine and flex forward from 

the hips, keeping a strong, neutral spine 
 Keeping the neutral spine place the hands on the floor, chair or a 

support 
 Then rest the head and lengthen the back of the neck 

10. Lunge Options 

   

 
To stretch the hip flexors 

and work on ankle mobility 

 Start kneeling with the heels at the wall 
 Stride the R leg forward to stack the R knee over the R heel 
 Press the L heel into the wall and press the L hip forward 
 Then lift up the L knee to straighten the L leg and continue pressing 

the L heel into the wall 
 Rest and then Repeat all on the other side 

11. Kneeling –foot up the wall 

 

 
To stretch the quad & hip 

flexor 

 Start on all fours with the heels at the wall 
 Slide the R foot and shin up the wall and step the L foot forward to 

stack the knee over the heel 
 With the R foot and shin pressing into the wall, lift up the torso and 

rest the hands on the front knee 

12. Downward Dog – at wall 
(Adho Mukha Svanasana) 

 

 
This is a good overall 
stretch that opens the 

shoulders and lengthens 
the spine, hamstrings and 

calves 

 Start kneeling  on all fours with the hands at the wall 
 Hands shoulder width and feet hip width apart 
 Lift the hips to the sky, pressing the thighs back and the chest 

towards the knees 
 Straighten the legs, lower the heels towards the floor 
 Keep the weight firm in the hands and relax the head 

13. Downward Dog – leg up 
(Adho Mukha Svanasana) 

 

 
This progression increases 

the overall stretch and 
includes hip extension 

 
 As regular downward dog 
 Then lift up one leg (if using the wall slide the foot up the wall) 
 Keep the pelvis in neutral with the hip bones facing the floor 
 Avoid twisting or turning in the lower back 

14. Seated Twist 
(Bharadvajasana at the wall) 

 

 
To mobilize the spine, ease 

back pain and improve 
spinal mobility 

 Start kneeling side on to a wall 
 Drop the hips down to the R, towards the wall and place a support 

under the R hips/buttocks 
 Rest the L foot across the R foot 
 Keep the hips still and equally weighted, extend the spine and 

stretch the arms up the wall 
 Then slowly twist the abdomen, ribcage & shoulders towards the wall 

15. Outer hip stretch at the 
wall 

 

 
To stretch piriformis & 

glutes 

• Start with the legs resting up the wall 
• Buttocks close to the wall  
• Cross the R ankle over the L thigh 
• Bend the L knee and slide the L foot down the wall until you feel a 

stretch on the R outer hip 
• Keep the buttocks pressing into the floor 
• Keep the upper body down 

16. Legs up the Wall 
(Viparita Karani) 

 
 

 
To bring rest and vitality to 

the whole body 

 
• Sit sideways against a wall, with R hip touching  
• Bend the knees, hands on the floor and slide around to lift legs up 

the wall 
• Place the buttocks at the wall and lie back 
• Straighten the legs up the wall 
• Relax the upper body 

17. Guided Relaxation  Relaxation whilst in Legs Up the Wall or option to lie flat on the floor 
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